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Our Islands
2011-2012
Gift CataloG to Benefit

Welcome to the 2011/2012 Gift Catalog to Benefit SCCF
We’ve developed this catalog as an opportunity for members and friends of SanibelCaptiva Conservation Foundation to honor special occasions with gifts that support
the important work of the Foundation. The catalog contains a list of gift suggestions
appropriate for family and friends who share your interest in preserving our islands
and the waters surrounding them.
The proceeds from the catalog go to one of the program areas that constitute
SCCF’s efforts to educate and involve the public in environmental issues as well as
maintaining and protecting the land and marine habitats entrusted to our care. We
also have the exciting task of renovating the Bailey Homestead this year and we
are asking for help.
Use the form at the end of the catalog to order. You will receive an
acknowledgment of your purchase benefitting SCCF as well as a gift card for you
to send to the person your gift is honoring.
Even if you don’t have a gift-giving occasion in the near future, peruse the catalog
to learn about some of the ongoing activities at the Foundation. You might chose to
support our work by selecting one of the items that particularly appeals to you.
Keep this year’s catalog on hand for future gift giving needs and don’t forget to
use it as a reference if someone asks you for a gift suggestion.

The Bailey Homestead
Take a Seat
Soon the Bailey Homestead will be the site for various outdoor
events, but alas there’s nowhere to sit. Fifty folding chairs are
needed. Because events and programs come and go, the chairs need
to be rugged, lightweight, and easily stored.
BH1-11 Outdoor Chairs $40 each
BH2-11 All Fifty Chairs $2000
Gather Round
What are chairs without tables? Our wish list includes ten folding
tables to complement our new chairs. Meetings, special events and
classes will be much more pleasant when participants are seated in
comfort.
BH3-11 Folding Outdoor Tables $200 each
BH4-11 All Ten Tables $2000
A Glimpse into the Islands’ Past
Reproductions of photos and stories about the islands will be part
of the Bailey House story. What was it like to work the land? How
did weather affect life on the islands? How high did the water rise
in the 1944 hurricane? SCCF staff will gather the stories, but help is
needed to fund the informational panels. A minimum of 20 panels is
needed along with ten movable display stands.
BH5-11 Display Panels $150 each
BH6-11 Movable Stands $300 each
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Habitat Management
Terns Return
In an exciting environmental development, Least Terns have been
observed nesting on the northern tip of Captiva. These are the
smallest tern species and are listed as “threatened” in the state
of Florida. They are colonial nesting birds and are now being
monitored and protected by the SCCF Shorebird Monitoring
Program. Nest adopters will receive a certificate with a picture of
the nest and a newsletter detailing the season.
HM1-11 Adopt a Least Tern Nest $30
Tracking the Bobcats
Little is known about the bobcats that inhabit Sanibel & Captiva.
The SCCF Bobcat Project, which began in 2011, aims to
estimate and monitor the bobcat population on the islands and
determine the specific diet of the population. Funds are needed to
purchase cameras that can “capture” the bobcats in their natural
environment. Follow our progress in SCCF’s Member Updates.
HM2-11 Support the Bobcat Project $100
The State of the Tortoise
Gopher Tortoises are also listed as “threatened” in the state of
Florida. Every October we survey the gopher tortoise population
on SCCF preserves. Contributors will receive the results of the
study and have the option of accompanying the survey crew as
they collect their data.
HM3-11 Support the Gopher Tortoise Survey $50

Any one of these selections would make a
great birthday gift for a budding naturalist.
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The Nature Center
Sea Turtles on Display
Over the past year, a bigger and better Nature Center has been
evolving with the theme “Turtles, Tortoises and Terrapins”. A
new sea turtle exhibit is planned with the focus on the history
of SCCF turtle monitoring and what people can do to help this
beloved creature. Needed are new graphics, displays, and a sea
turtle skeleton to hang from the ceiling. Contributors will be
acknowledged within the exhibit.
EE1-11 Sea Turtle Exhibit Benefactor $100
EE2-11 Sea Turtle Exhibit Major Sponsor $2000
Telling Our Story
The Nature Center exhibits now have a number of living
ambassadors shown in their native habitats helping tell the SCCF
preservation story. In the freshwater wetlands exhibit, there are
Happy the Snapping Turtle and Lucky the Soft Shell Turtle. Alice
the Gopher Tortoise has her burrow on SCCF’s Upper Ridge Trail.
Jewel, Gem and Handsome, the Ornate Diamondback Terrapins,
live in the mangrove setting, as does Salty the Mangrove Salt
Marsh Snake. Adopt one of these creatures for a year or choose
Flip, our Flounder or Rocky, the Stone Crab from the estuary touch
tank. You’ll receive information on the ambassador of your choice.
EE3-11 Adopt a Nature Center Ambassador $50
Butterflies Still Aren’t Free
Back by popular demand, a chance to keep those beauties flying
for all to enjoy in the Butterfly House. Your gift will keep this
exhibit stocked for a month.
EE4-11 Stock the Butterfly House $100
Critter Tales
Each week programs are presented at the Nature Center on the
various species found on the islands. Their purpose is to teach
island residents and visitors how to live in harmony with the many
types of wildlife we are fortunate enough to have on Sanibel and
Captiva. Some of the popular subjects include bobcats, alligators,
plovers, sea turtles and reptiles. These programs are an excellent
way of bringing visitors to SCCF and raising awareness of our
mission. Your sponsorship will be noted at the program.
EE5-11 Sponsor a Program $50
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When you bring family and friends to the Nature Center,
you’ll know that you have been a part of
supporting the programs and displays.

Marine Lab
Let the Sun Shine In
Advances in solar technology have brought the costs down and we
would like to systematically retrofit our RECON sensors with solar
power. Currently, it takes 30 non-recyclable D cell batteries for 2
months of hourly water quality monitoring. If we can purchase
the equipment necessary to power our units without batteries,
nothing goes into the landfill! This is one investment that is sure to
pay for itself while benefitting the environment.
ML1-11 Refit a Sensor for Solar $500
ML2 -11 Contribute to a Refit $100
To the Rescue
We are called many times during the year to assist with the rescue
of a distressed sea turtle, manatee, or dolphin. Your gift will allow
us to be available when the call comes in for help. It pays for the
boat fuel, staff time, and other costs associated with being there
when they need us.
ML3-11 Animal Rescue $150
It’s a Shore Thing
SCCF has been restoring mangrove shorelines on our islands since
2003, providing valuable habitat for fish and invertebrates. With
your gift, the Marine Lab and volunteers will collect 100 mangrove
propagules and plant them along a degraded shoreline.
ML4-11 Adopt a Mangrove Shoreline $50
Reference This
Much of the work at SCCF Marine Lab is identifying plants,
algae, fish, and invertebrates for grant-related projects, or when
a visitor brings in an unknown animal from the beach or estuary.
The lab staff uses field guides and references every day, but there
are dozens of key guides that are absent in our small reference
collection. Your gift will go toward the purchase of updated guides.
A bookplate will be placed in each guide with your name or that of
the person receiving the gift.
ML5-11 Reference Materials $50
The waters surrounding our islands are vital.
Why not reward a young, or not so young, scientist with a
gift to the Marine Lab in their name?
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Native Plant Nursery
Nurture an Intern
The Native Plant Nursery Intern program allows someone to get
hands on experience working in propagation and landscaping for
wildlife design, as well as plant installation and maintenance.
Their work helps in the mission of the Nursery and provides the
intern with practical knowledge useful in graduate studies or a
professional career. Intern sponsors are invited to meet their intern
for a guided tour of the nursery.
NPN1-11 Sponsor an Intern for a Month $800
The Right Tool for the Job
Tools are important in most lines of work. A professional nursery
generates a lot of wear and tear on equipment, necessitating
replacement throughout the year. Whether you give a complete
set or just contribute to the general tool fund, your gift will make
sure that the Nursery staff and volunteers will have the proper tools
available at all times.
NPN2-11 Tool Replacement Fund $30
NPN3-11 A Complete Set of Tools $165
Name That Plant
Identifying the plants in our nursery and in other planting sites
around the islands is a valuable part of educating the public
about the native flora of the islands. With the purchase of the
Bailey property, there will be an increased need for aluminum
identification signs as new display areas are developed.
NPN4-11 Five Aluminum Plant Labels $100
NPN5-11 Individual Plant Label $20
Any gardener would love to receive
a gift in their name to benefit the Nursery.
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ORDER FORM
Item order #
Description

Qty

Unit Price

Total Cost

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Every effort will be made to assure your selection will be honored. If our
need has already been filled, we will contact you to offer alternative ideas.
PLEASE NOTE
If items are meant as a gift, we will send you cards to personalize and send
to your recipients. Please allow adequate time for the order to be processed
and the gift cards mailed to you.
Please send _____ (number) cards and envelopes.
NAME ____________________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
PHONE ____________________ E-MAIL ________________________
METHOD OF PAYMENT
____ Check made out to SCCF for $_______
____ Charge for the amount of $________
___Visa ___ Master Card ___ American Express ____ Discover
Credit Card Number __________________________________________
Exp. Date ____________
Name as it appears on credit card ________________________________
MAIL TO SCCF CATALOG, BOX 839, SANIBEL FL 33957
catalog 2011 Oct.
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Great
Gift
Ideas!
Help Us Settle In p.2

Sea Turtles on Display p.4
How to “Capture” a Bobcat p.3

Marine Lab to the Rescue p.5
Nurture an Intern p.6

